Join us to design and create a country western–inspired tiered top
or dress, and embellish a western hat to match! Designers will start
with the sketch, choosing and rendering the fabric, and learning
the proper way to make a pattern. They will how to pin and sew
using a sewing machine. Then, they sew the entire garment
including the final fitting. Finally, on the last day of our camp, we
hold our fashion show. All fabric, supplies, and use of the sewing
machines are include.

Join us to design and create an Indie - Folk dress (Taylor Swift
would be jealous). Designers will start with the sketch, choosing
and rendering the fabric, and learning the proper way to make a
pattern. They will learn how to pin and sew using a sewing
machine. Participants will sew the entire garment including the
final fitting. Finally, on the last day of camp, we hold our fashion
show. All fabric, supplies, and use of the sewing machines are
include.

Join in the escapades of Harry and your favorite magical
characters and discover the magic of science in this fun, chemistry
-based, hands-on workshop. Make edible wands, brew fantastic
potions, and create amazingly “magical” chemical reactions! We
will watch a mirage mysteriously appear, experiment with color
and light, and see who knows the most “fun facts” about Harry
and his pals.
Where will the sorting hat place you? Come and find out! This
workshop is perfect for anyone who loves books and movies like
the Harry Potter series

Become a chemist and a creator as you discover hands-on science
fun! You will make and take home a wide assortment of toys.
Make an energy bead bracelet that changes to rainbow colors
before your eyes! Grow a crystal overnight! Make a colorful
kaleidoscope, create a Sharpie tie-dye t-shirt, and write secret
messages in invisible ink! Make your own slime, flubber, and
other cool projects. Wrap up the workshop by making ice cream
using science. Come join us to make some fun and take it home!

*Participants provide their own lunch

Learn ow to make objects pass through other solid
objects, find hidden magical treasures, create unique
ways to sniff out a volunteer’s card & more!

